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Periodicals

**ACCOUNTING**


**ECONOMICS**

- India Pakistan Trade Relations : Opportunities for Growth By N. Taneja. Eco. & Pol. (W), Jan.24, 04, pp.326-327.
- Purchasing power parity : Panel Evidence from

**AUDITING**

- E is for Evidence: Electronic Evidence can sometimes be found in the most unlikely places By Tae Kim. CA Magazine, Jan./Feb.04, pp.45-49.

**GENERAL**


**REFERENCES**


Transfer of Shares including blank transfers to banks as pledge/mortgage-some vital legal issues By Naresh Kumar. *CLA*, Vol.58, pp.24-31.


Non-Government Organisations and their income-tax Obligations By S.Lakhotia. *Consolidated Commercial


NEWSPAPERS

AUDITING


ECONOMICS


MANAGEMENT


CSR goes with good Governance By S. L. Rao. ET, 16/2/04, pp.9.

TAXATION & FINANCE

All about Interim Budgets By A. K. Bhattacharya. BS, 3/2/04, pp.10.

Stamp Duty Reduction to Boost M & As. FE, 4/2/04, pp.2.


Interim Budget, The Speech, Finance Bill-2004-05. ET, 04/02/04, pp.1-IV.

Budget Documents/Budget Speech, Implementation of budget announcement. F.E., 04/02/2004, pp.1-IV.

TDS: Consequences of non-deposit of tax deducted by the deductee By S. Rajaratnam. Hindu, 9/2/04, pp.17.

This Budget brings you By Ashish Gupta. FT, 13/2/04.

Unravelling the BPO tax tangle By A. Bagchi. ET, 24/2/04, pp.8.
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CLASSIFIED

No. 4244: An Orissa based CA firm wishes to acquire a partnership firm preferably with fifteen years of experience. Contact cprusty@satyam.net.in. Ph. No. 9437044882, 0674-2434417.

No. 4245: Chennai based CA firm is looking for bright young Chartered Accountants to join on partnership basis in various functional areas. Resumes may be mailed to tejasve@touchtelindia.net.

No. 4246: FCA in practice willing to work on Assignment/sub-contract/Retainership/Partnership basis in/around Delhi. Write to Box No. 4246 C/o The Chartered Accountants, P.B. No. 7100, New Delhi

No. 4247: Delhi based CA firm seeks professional work on Partnership/Retainership/sub-contract/assignment basis. Contact: 25757933, 9810175773

No. 4248: Delhi based CA firm seeks professional work on Partnership/Assignment/Retainership/sub-contract basis. Contact: vineet_03@hotmail.com. 09810789589/09810648946

The Institute reserves the right to edit advertisements to conform to the ethical requirements of the profession.